France Coming to Terms with the Discovery of Pompeii and Herculaneum what makes Pompeii and Herculaneum extraordinary is that they are filled with ordinary things. Travellers often noted the fact in their letters and diaries, but for more than fifty years the spoons, knives, pick axes and shovels on display at the Portici museum challenged the cognitive habits of scholars and artists alike.' In fact, it took decades before extensive coverage of everyday wares from Pompeii and Herculaneum was available to the public.
more importantly, in 1807 with the third volume of Francesco Piranesi's Antiquites de Pompeia, entitled Usages civils et militaires trouves a Pompeia et a Herculanum.^Contemporary historians have identified some of the causes for this delay, yet this piece adds to their work, as it considers the hitherto unrecognized social and political aspects of the problem.R eaders of Bruno Latour and other sociologists of science will be familiar with the notion that, just like a living body only digests what really feeds it, so too a society only "discovers" what can be of use to its own reproduction. Just like the world of scientific investigation, the realm of archaeological exploration is littered with projects that were never completed because no strong alignment of interests provided the labour and the capital needed to transform an unqualified find into a significant discover>'.
The suggestion here is that the French did not "discover" ancient hardware until they had a use for it. They turned a blind eye to the mundane face of Antiquity as long as it contradicted the luxurious, monumental picture of Classicism that legiti-mized the power of the ruling classes. Only at the end of the century, after revolutionary thinkers put forth new, pragmatic readings of the classical world in order to validate the power structure and value system of the Republiqite, did the Portici collection acquire a sense of relevance.
Charles VII, King of Naples and the Two Sicilies, presided over the excavations at Herculaneum and Pompeii. He created a space to display the finds, the Portici Museum, set up a team of scholars to study them, the Accademia Ercolanese; established a press, the Stamperia Regale, and produced a grandiose catalogue, the Antichita di Ercolano.
The King had exclusive rights over the ownership, the study and the publication of all artefacts from his excavations, but he never managed to stop wealthy foreigners from assembling private collections or prevent unauthorized publications abroad. Sir William Hamilton, British Envoy in Naples, assembled an important collection of ancient vases which he bought from local peasants and later sold to the British Museum. Vivant Denon, a French adventurer, did the same with another young institution, the Louvre. However, both collectors were after the art, not the hardware of Herculaneum and Pompeii. Hamilton's catalogue contained nothing but vases." Denon's book on Pompeii featured a spectacular sacrifice on the altar of the Temple of Isis, a group of women frolicking about in a lush peristyie garden, but no peasants tilling their land, no baker grinding his wheat, no servant preparing his masters' next meal.' Charles had no trouble keeping the international community away from his ancient tools and utensils. Indeed, he seems to have been rather alone in finding them worth his care, just like he would be alone, years later, in arguing that pre-Columbian Art should be preserved rather than melted. He was also quite ahead of his time in the curatorial decisions he took with his intendant Bernardo Tanucci and a correspondent of the presti-gious^ccadoriia Etrusca di Cortona. Together they organized the collection in rational fashion, dividing it into broad typologies: a floor of their museum showed the wall paintings, some rooms contained the sculptures, others presented the bronzes.
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Others, still, were home for the tools and utensils. Likewise, the first volumes of the catalogue featured nothing but paintings; the next volumes presented the bronzes, and so on and so forth. Unfortunately, the publication process was so slow, and hardware was so far down the list that the King died, the Academy dissolved and the series aborted before the volume was finished.
The first book on everyday wares from Pompeii and Herculaneum would be published in France, by a man who had no interest in ancient art, and no ambition at making a name for himself as an ancient historian. (Figure l ) Auguste-Denis Fougueroux de Bondaroy travelled around Europe to study manufacturing processes, with the goal of improving the national economy, and raising the living standards of his fellow counti^ymen. He had wTitten about The art of quarrying slate, and of splitting and cutting it for the Academic Royale des Sciences and about The art of gold-plating and silve7--plating leather for Diderot and d'Alembert." He must have felt at home in Portici, committing to memorv' the many tools and utensils whose shapes had remained unchanged over the centuries: "a wooden comb, whose teeth are similar to those we use ... there is also a piece of a bit very much like our own bridles."" He observed that "the ancients had. over seventeen hundred years ago. a verv-good knowledge of the melting down of metals; they brought copper to its pure state; they knew many ways of alloying it. they cast it, they melted it, and they could gold plate or silver plate it. They could gold plate silver, chisel metals, and inlay them."'" He actually believed the ancient technique of silver-plating superior to current practice, recommending its study.
To a pre-revolutionaPi" mind this was like walking into a candy store and minding the plumbing. Diderot couldn't help but poke fun at him; "Monsieur de Bondaroy cares to know whether or not the Ancients were acquainted with the use of forks..."" In the Encyclopedie Diderot edited. Antiquity was illustrated, not by utensils, but by means of the five orders.
Still, a handful of intellectuals-Montesquieu, Rousseau, Mably, as well as Francesco's father, G. B. Piranesi-had argued that the foundations of Classical glory were; democracy, rational management of natural and human resources, technical mastery, and simple lifestyie. Their pragmatic, functional understanding of the classical environment percolated into popular culture through various channels. One of them was the Voyage du Jeune Anacharsis en Grece, a small and entertaining historical novel by the Abbe Barthelemy.'-It weaved hundreds of snippets of information about ancient technology, taken from well-knowqi classical texts, into a fictional story, starring Anacharsis, a northern "barbarian" who travelled through Greece in the fourth centurv BC. When he walked down a busv street, he minded not the beautiful palaces that lined it, but focused on a construction site, the builders who worked on it, and the manner in which they organized their trades. When he attended a play, he paid attention not to the scenery, but to the stage machineiy. He did not mind the actors, but the spectators who "came and went, stepping up and down, shouting, laughing, squeezing and pushing, nagging the officers who were running in all directions, tiying to maintain the order."'T he book struck a chord and became a best seller.
The French Revolution broke out a year later. This pragmatic, participatory vision would soon be shared by members of the National .\ssembly. who modeled the new Constitution and the new laws after Ancient precedents. They identified with the great legislators of Antiquity, while the new, politically active citoyens looked back to their ancient counterparts. They donned ancient togas, they carried polychrome statues and banners filled with inscriptions during the famous fetes revolutionnaires. Because the National Assembly relied on agriculture and industry to rebuild the economy, and because it counted on the votes of peasants and artisans, tools often figured in these processions. In Rouen, "ploughmen walked up to the Nation's Altar with their tools wrapped in guarlands, and laid them on it."'^In Paris, "among the Saint images of Law and Freedom, in the civic procession featuring the magistrates, the representatives, the Bastille's widows and orphans, one could see many emblems of the trades that were of use to mankind, agricultural tools, ploughs, sheafs..."'Â t the time, tools also connoted power and security to the working classes. A majority of those who fought in the revolution did not take up firearms from the limited, and often inaccessible municipal depots, but rather the tools of their trades. According to Michelet. "the hand of justice, the sword of justice, for [the poor man], was whatever he happened to have, his scythe, his pitchfork in place of a gun." '" Many battles were won with these tools. Indeed, on the morning of July 14th. it was a cart-wTight who opened the doors of the Bastille, with nothing but his usual working tools: "he walked on, hatchet in hand, climbing on the roof of a small guardroom, next to the first drawbridge, and working peacefully, under a rain of bullets, cutting, bringing down the chains, bringing down the bridge. The crowd moved on; it got into the courtyard." '" Another, memorable scene took place a few months later, in Versailles; "At five o'clock in the morning, a great crowd was already assembled near the grilles, armed with picks, spits and scythes. There were no guns. They forced the Guards to shoot at them.""* That same day the King moved back to Paris, never to see Versailles again. It would be an overstatement to say that the revolution was fought and won with tools rather than weapons, but it is certainly fair to say that a dense web of associations was spun around these everyday tools as events unfolded.
In 1807, Francesco Piranesi glorified not the tools of French peasants, but their very similar counterparts from Ancient Pompeii, with his Usages civils et militaires."' He opened this large catalogue with a General plan of the Portiei Museum, indicating the cabinets containing the objects found in Pompeii and Herx'ulaneum in the year 1770. The implication here is that the tools and utensils included were more than simple pieces of hardware to be stacked in a barn; they were, indeed, worthy of being kept in the Royal Museum's own dignified setting. In the next pages, Francesco went out of his way, trying to make pots and pans look like so many noble and desirable objects. The book's unusual range of graphic experiments suggests that the project stretched his viits to the limit.
Finely crafted precision instruments such as compasses and plumb bobs lent themselves well to the technique of catalogue illustration which had become standard-a precise rendering in extremely thin lines, offering a wide range of finely modulated greys, against a white background. (Figure 2) However, more rustic wares could not hold their own so well; a different rendering technique had to be found. Francesco tried grouping plates, pots, pans, and a colander together, attempting to form a more stimulating composition. (Figure 3 However, it is unclear whether this piece of furniture is the actual museum cabinet where the Antiques were enshrined, or if it is a plain cupboard where the plates would have been stored in Antiquit\-. In other words: is this a "normal" cupboard, that positions the objects back into the flow of eveiyday life, or is it something more special, a museum cabinet, that brackets them away from their context of use? Is this a picture of something normal and soothing, or a view of something, unique and exciting? Is this a real, insider view into the world of cooking, or is it a glimpse at another universe, peopled with kings and collectors? Is this about the sei"vants or the aristocrats? Is it about yesterday or today?
Even more puzzling, are Francesco's farmers' and masons' tools.
( Figure 4 ) Looking at the tools themselves, one could not re-all\' tell whether they were eighteenth centurj' versions or their ,-\ncient counterparts; the technology had not changed much over the centuries. Francesco intermingled these overly familiar objects into a dynamic composition, which he further energized by means of bold, temperamental lines running along the length of the instruments. He set this dynamic jumble against a rough background scattered with bricks, pieces of wood and a portion of a tilted field, happily letting the figures and the background mingle with one another-as if the pick were to plunge in the earth in bold, circular strikes. Even,1:hing, here, sent the viewer into a space of action-a space of labour, which flowed uninterrupted from Antiquity to the nineteenth century.
One can assume that Francesco's catalogue worked for French audiences, because it didn't really work as a catalogue-it was so broad, so messy. The artefacts kept flying out of the space of the museum, sometimes they looked special, and sometimes they looked absolutely familiar. They were ancient, they were modern, they belonged to a distant past, and yet they had a tremendous sense of immediacy. It is as if he had set a carnival in motion, borrowing conventions and turning them up on their head, setting them sideways and putting them back up again. Patchy and tentative as it was, Francesco's book allowed for an extraordinary range of potential interpretations, and this was probably the best way to get a troubled, and uncertain public to finally "discover" the tools and utensils of Herculaneum and Pompeii.
A generation that turned its kingdom into a republic must have missed the glitter of luxuiy and the sense of historical continuity associated with the old regime, while learning to love the simpler, and more solid pleasures of industry and agriculture. However hybrid and disjointed Francesco's catalogue might have been, it did reconcile these tensions. It proved that the most ordinary tools from the nineteenth century were the same tools that helped build the foundations of western society, suggesting that these tools were very precious indeed.
The book helped ancient hardware signify, fit in, and play a role in the new cultural matrix forming in early nineteenth-centurv France. Notes 1. On the reactions of travellers to Herculaneum and Pompeii see Chantal Grell. Herculanum et Pompei dans les lettres des voyageursfran^ais. Centre Jean-Berard (Naples, 1982) .
2. A few authors mentioned the tools and utensils of Pompeii in their publications, but they often did so in passing, and with an almost dismissive tone. The Abbe Moussinot wrote that "We will not take the time to examine the other curiosities, which consist in spoons, urns, vessels of ever>' size and shape, lamps like candlesticks, different kinds of kitchen utensils, bottles of glass, hammers and door bars, dies to play with, rings, ear-rings, bracelets...," in Mcmoire luslorique et critique sur la ville souterraine. decouverte au pied du Mont-Vesuve... D'Arthenay (Avignon, 1748). This quote is taken from the English translation. Memoirs canccnwui Herculaneum. the suhtvrraTwan city, hilely discovered at the foot of Mount \'esuvnis. givnu) a partieulur account oj the ino^l remarkable huildinifs. statues, paintings, medals, and other curiosities found there to the present time (London, 1750) p. 51. Marcello de V^enuti broached the issue in a similar passing manner: "I went into a room, the ceiling of which was entirely demolished, and which had probably been the kitchen, by reason of the great quantit> of brass and earthen vessels found therein, such as dishes, trivets, and other things too numerous to describe here, and which I did not examine minutely," in Descrizione delle prime scoperte deWantiea eitta d'Ercolano: riti'ovata vieino a Portici. villa della maesta' del re delle due Sicile, Lorenzo Baseggio (Venezia 1749) p. 109.
